SIDE 12: ACTORS BOY, TWO, FOUR & SIX
ACTOR TWO. What should an Order member carry at all times?
BOY. An Order member should carry $500 cash with him at all times.
ACTOR SIX. What numbers should he know?
BOY. He should know the Bear Trap number. He should only call this
number if his cover is blown and he is arrested.
ACTOR FOUR. What other numbers should he know?
BOY. He should know the Message Center number. He should only leave
messages for other members between four and five p.m. Mountain
Standard Time.
ACTOR TWO. Who will relay the messages?
BOY. Carlos.
ACTOR FOUR. Who is Carlos?
BOY. Robert Mathews.
ACTOR SIX. What are phones to an Order member?
BOY. Phones are poison. They are monitored by ZOG.
ACTOR TWO. What words should not be used on the phone?
BOY. Right-wing. Guns. Feds. Money. Dollars. Agents. Warrants.
ACTOR SIX. Why?
BOY. ZOG is listening. There is always a more discreet word that can be
substituted.
ACTOR FOUR. How does an Order member confuse ZOG?

BOY. He makes two misleading phone calls each week to various parts of
the country, then hangs up. ZOG will have to use extra manpower to
follow these false leads.
ACTOR TWO. If ZOG launches an offensive against The Order, what
should be done?
BOY. Inflict maximum damage. Go for the brain, not the foot. Go for the
throat, not the hand. An individual Aryan Warrior is capable of
inflicting great harm to ZOG.
ACTOR SIX. How does a man become an Aryan Warrior?
BOY. By earning one full point under the Point System.
ACTOR TWO. How are points earned?
BOY. Assassinating members of Congress -- one-fifth of a point; Judges -one-sixth; FBI agents and Federal Marshals -- one-tenth; journalists
and local politicians -- one-twelfth.
ACTOR TWO. Is there a way to earn a full point?
BOY. Yes. By assassinating the President of the United States.
ACTOR SIX. What is the ultimate end of politics?
BOY. The ultimate end of politics is war.
ACTOR FOUR. A
 nd whose country is this?
BOY. This is God's country which he has given to me.

